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Reaching Out

- Flyers / Invitation
- Mobile & Display outreach
- E-Newsletter
- Volunteer canvassing
- Direct Mail
- Targeted outreach to under-represented groups:
  - Youth @ NEHS
  - Business owners
  - Latino residents
  - Affordable Housing residents
  - Rural Santa Clara
- Project website: www.RiverRoad-SantaClaraPlan.org
MY IDEA FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD

1. Which neighborhood do you live in? ✓ River Road  _ Santa Clara  _ Other:

2. If you like to draw, use the colored pencils to draw a vision of the future.

3. If you prefer to write, share an idea. If possible, include what it could bring the community and challenges or obstacles to making it happen. P.S. You can choose to write and draw.

Side walks to walk on on instead of bike paths.

Library for all residents / access to path once
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Turn in sheet to the project by handing to City staff, taking a photo of it and texting to 541-586-6854 or emailing Zach.A.Galloway@ci.eugene.or.us, or mailing original to Zach Galloway, City of Eugene, 99 W. 10th Ave, Eugene, OR 97401
MY IDEA FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD

If you like to draw, use the colored pencils to draw a vision of the future of the neighborhood!

If you prefer to write, share an idea. If possible, include what it could bring the community and challenges or obstacles to making it happen. P.S. You can also write and draw :)”

C2 Food Store
   Plaza
   Safe
   Informal gathering to create community
   Other
   Synergistic businesses

River Road

C1 More activities along West Bank Park
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